
 
HOW DOES IT 
 MAKE YOU FEEL?
1:  WHEN YOU SEE GRAFFITI  

DAMAGE ON THE BUS  
OR TRAIN 

a  Interested because it’s  
someone’s personal  
expression or frustration.

b  Not bothered as it’s nothing to do  
with you.

c  Annoyed because they are  
making your environment messy. 

d  Frustrated because you know there is a 
chance the bus/train company could  
refuse to take students from my school.

 
2:  WHEN YOU HEAR SOMEONE FROM 

YOUR SCHOOL SWEARING OR  
SHOUTING ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

a   Amused because it’s annoying other  
transport users and they don’t like  
kids anyway.

b  Intimidated if they aren’t people who  
are your friends or embarrassed  
if they are. 

c  Frustrated because they represent  
your age group and it’s not helping  
the image of young people. 

d  Upset because it’s offending people  
who have done nothing to provoke it. 

3:  IF THE ONLY SEAT YOU  
COULD SIT ON HAD  
SOMEONE’S FEET ON IT 

a  Not bothered because I do  
it myself.

b  Annoyed because it will make  
my clothes dirty.

c  Irritated because it’s making my  
environment messy.

d  Upset because you know the  
money it costs to clean it up will end  
up making the fares go up.

4:  IF SOMEONE WAS LISTENING TO LOUD 
MUSIC WITHOUT HEADPHONES ON 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

a    Not bothered if I liked the song but bored  
if I wasn’t into the music.

b  Intimidated but not prepared to do anything.
c  Wondering why they don’t just use  

headphones like everyone else.
d  Upset that they can’t respect  

other people’s right to some peace  
and quiet. 

5:  IF YOU HEARD SOMEONE ABUSING  
THE DRIVER OR CONDUCTOR FOR  
CHALLENGING THEM 

a  Entertained because most people  
always think badly of kids using their  
service anyway.

b  Bored because it’s the same old  
argument and it doesn’t solve anything.

c  Worried it might make the train or bus  
provider complain to your school  
and get you into trouble.

d  Upset because no one should  
get abuse from passengers just  
because they are trying to do  
their job.  

Mostly  A’s  You need to take a look 
at yourself from someone else’s point of 
view. You’re not considering how  
others may feel and that means they 
could be treated unfairly.  

Mostly  B’s  You can’t be bothered 
getting involved so you could be part of 
the problem, even if you’re not doing any 
of this stuff. 

Mostly  C’s  You’ve got some sense of 
fair play and you understand how our 
surroundings, even when we travel, have 
an impact on us.  

Mostly  D’s  You’re thinking maturely 
about everyone around you as well as 
yourself, and you’re likely to be a much 
easier person to be around. 

What kind of 

public transport 

user are you?


